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ABSTRACT:
A brief historical-analytical review of the origin, essence, and development of empathy has been made. The
theoretical measurements in the study of the empathic ability are subject to special attention. On the basis of topical
definitions of the concept, the application of the approach
in different spheres of life, and more specifically in medical
practice, has been discussed. The types of communicative
behavior in primary medical practice have been differentiated. A theoretical, applied method of communication intervention within the framework of operationalization and
scaling of the empathic interaction is proposed. On the basis of the assumption of a genetically determined property
of co-experience, the preconditions for the establishment of
optimal interpersonal context upon exchange of information between the physician and the patient and making
medical decisions have been outlined.
Led by the so systematized and analyzed models and
considering the specification of the transformed and activated empathic resources in cases of terminal conditions,
an attempt has been made for the presentation of an extensive type of empathic interaction, applied in palliative medicine. The outlining of key messages in cases of terminal
conditions in the specified model is complex and at the
same time an open, dynamic process, requiring adaptation
and enrichment with parameters of religious, ethnical and
social nature, and other factors of psychological, spiritual
and bio-ethical type in the complex interactive space of
palliative medicine.
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It is a general opinion that empathy is the ability of
man to experience together with the emotion, feelings and
thoughts of another person. It is part of emotional intelligence.
Here are some topical „extreme“ definitions of empathy:
According to Paul Ekman (2007) [1], the concept of
empathy does not relate to compassion or pity; it refers to
a reaction, a response to other person’s emotions. The author differentiates cognitive and emotional empathy: the
cognitive one tells how the other person feels and what
they might be thinking; the emotional empathy clarifies
how the other person feels.
Theodor Lips (1902) designates empathy as an
intrapshychic process. It traces the thesis of human compulsion for movement imitation and induces the desire to
help the other (under Jürgen Körner,1998) [2].
Leonardo Badea (2010) [3] determines empathy as
an ability that is decisive for the success in all spheres of
life. The individuals, mostly managers with outlined empathic abilities, have better personal relationships and are
able to motivate themselves and others more successfully;
they learn faster and enjoy much trust.
According to Laurence, EJ et al. (2004) and Elizabeth Segal (2011) and Bratisis T, and Ziannas P. (2015) et
al. [4-8], three forms of empathy may be considered: emotional (affectionate) EE, cognitive CE and social empathy SE.
• EE is the ability to identify/experience the feelings of other persons (compassion), also called emotional
sensitivity.
• CE is comparable with the “Theory of mind”; this
is the ability to realize not only the feelings but also the
thoughts and intentions of other persons and on these
grounds to make conclusions regarding their behaviour;
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to see the world through the eyes of the others. CE is a
correspondence of two minds, which gives us the psychological feeling of the other person’s way of thinking.
• SE relates to the understanding of complex social

situations of individuals from different cultures, character
features and values, a precondition for the establishment
of constructive communication relations.

Table 1. Application of empathy in some spheres of life
Spheres

Interactivity
Impact and transfer of the temper from the patient to the therapist. An opportunity is
created for joint experiencing the patient»s emotions and temper for the purpose of their

• Psychotherapy

better perception. There is an active process of common perception.
Its objective is to distract the generally misleading, burdening emotions of the patient, their suppression and elimination.

Strategy: Therapist´s behaviour: A corrective role and behaviour is assumed for the purpose of realistic evaluation
of the burdening emotions and introduction of efficient therapeutic approaches.
Motivation, involvement and the desire for the cooperation of the team members have
a leading role. The motives and impulse of the subordinated individuals may not be im• Management

mediately observed: they may only be outlined through the empathic abilities of the
manager. Prevalence of the grounds of unconscious nature subject to change, depending
on the situation.

Strategy: The subordinated individuals may be motivated, or demotivation may be prevented if they are perceived
not only rationally but also compassionately. Empathy, in this case, is assumed as the main component of the management competency.
The associates should „fit in“, carry away to the mental and sensual world of the cli• Marketing

ent and to propose adequate but also inexplicit reasons and wishes, a method of a favourable outcome of the procedure.

Strategy: For the manager, empathy is a significant precondition for an efficient conduct of the commercial process
and the development of the business competence of the company.
The emotional intelligence and the related key concepts of self-regulation and well-being are preconditions of
the empathic resource of the manager and of the therapist
in particular, as well as an important precondition for its
therapeutic impact or results, respectively.
The multiple and ambivalent definitions of empathy
as a constructive element presuppose the compilation of validated models, a basis of effective and reliable measurements
of empathy. Psychological approaches and research tests have
been proposed, the most specific for application in palliative
medicine being the so-called Interpersonal Reactivity Index
of Mark Davis (1983)[9], consisting of four scales:
Four-scale system of studying empathy
• A) For determination of the ability for fitting in, as
an actor in fictitious situations and their adequate
roleplay’→ Fantasy Scale.
• B) For determination of the ability for understanding another individual’s point of view, i.e. to perceive the
world “through his eyes” ’→ Perspective Thinking (cognitive empathy).
• C) For determination of sympathy for others and the
ability to “build in” his feelings’→ Empathic Concern (emotional empathy).
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• D) For determination of the personal/individual
vulnerability of persons in emotionally burdening situations and misfortunes ’→ Personal distress.
For determination of the ability for empathy as a key
competence and its measurement as a synthetic method consisting of 20 other tools, is „Toronto Empathy Questionnaire“ proposed by Nathan Spreng et al. (2009) [10]. The
first step to a new definition of empathy is considered to be
the acquisition and training of the empathic ability. In accordance with this perception, empathy may be studied in
five trends:
· Correct revealing of non-verbal messages
· Experiencing emotions identical to those of other
individuals
· Experiencing similar thoughts and memories
· Revealing similar physiological reactions (pulse frequency, stiffness, depression, moist palms, etc.)
· Revealing supportive or encouraging impulses for
counteraction.
Within the frameworks of the topical empirical studies
in the mid 60s, the communication phenomenon between
physician and patient comes to the front, occupying a central
position among the scientific studies in this field [11-14].
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The competencies of the patient, deprived of permanent control, observations and management by the specialist in charge, are dominantly centered and should be used
and provoked by the physician.
Regarding the significant preconditions of the interrelation physician-patient, a long-term consensus is dominant in literature [15-17].
Three preconditions are outlined:
Creation and establishment of optimum interpersonal context
Information exchange

Making a medicinal decision
The interrelations physician-patient are assumed as a
method of a virtual reproduction of the aggregate models
of human relations of patients and the knowledge of the
physician of the conflict condition and psychodynamics of
the sick individual.
With a view to studying the styles of interactive communication between physician-patient, audio records of 573
patients and 127 physicians have been traced, and on this
basis, the following types of behaviour have been outlined
(Roter et al., 1997)[18].

Table 2. Types of communication behaviour in PMA
Types
1. Narrowed biomedical communication model
2. Expanded biomedical communication model

3. Biopsychosocial communication model
4. Psychosocial communication style
5. Consumption-oriented communication style

Features
Characterized by biomedical topics and multiple
closed questions (in 32% of the conversations)
Corresponds to a large extent to the first model, but
fits into a certain degree psychosocial discussion topics
(in 33% of the conversations)
There is an equilibrium between the discussed
biosocial and psychosocial topics (in 20% of the conversations)
The psycho-social topic prevails in the verbal exchange (in 8% of the conversations)
Primarily the patient poses questions and the physician provides information (in 8% of the conversations)

A considerable contribution to this sphere has been
outlined in the dissertation thesis of Ch. Rebensburg
(2009)[19], dedicated to the empathic interactivity in the
ambulatory admission of general practitioners in the diagnostics of mental and psychological diseases.
The analysis of interactivity depending on the
participant»s satisfaction shows a maximum degree of patient satisfaction in type 4 and in physicians – in type 5.

The results correspond to the general opinion that
empathy is a response to the physical or mental suffering,
and it appears as a reason for recreation of the other person»s
individuality.
Within the palliative medicine, empathic interactivity
proves to be a key component for mastering the
psychoemotional reactions in the management of the negative prognostic truth [20].

Table 3. Empathic interactivity – resources for activation in palliative medicine
PATIENT
PHASES
I. BAD NEWS
Direct/immediate
psychoemotional
reactions
• Negation

THERAPIST
APPROACHES

STAGES

„it can,t be true”;

· a six-staged protocol of communicating bad news;

bad joke, unintentional delusion;

(under Robert Buckman, 1992) [21,22]

change of results
• Isolation

contemplation: health and illness;
life and death; everlasting life balance,

• Seldom shock

- leading presence and compassion – physician
and psychologist

despair, solitude, deadly fear

- resistant defence and resilience

paleness, sweating, tremor, lack of

- should not nourish unrealistic hope

orientation and self-control, stupor
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• Anger, outrage

a succession of aggressive accusations

· giving an expression of emotions – „emotional

and inconsolable crying; „why me?“,

valve“, „outlet“;

„punished without guilt“, „sin offering“;

- without opposition to aggression – it should be

envy, anger towards the living; refusing

put up with in order to prevent blocking of infor-

own responsibility for bad habits

mation processing;
- possibility for stress decomposition

II. NEGOTIATIONS -

„double-entry”; expecting an award for

- Should not categorically destroy the protective

DEAL

good behaviour;

„valve“ against the invasion of despair;

deferral of death; building a „protective

- progressive disillusionment; the correct measure

wall“ of hope

between the „productive lie“ and the „destructive truth“

III. DEPRESSION

Grief and sorrow for the passing life;

- Considering not only the grey but also the bright

shares, discusses and orders – more

sides of existence;

seldom; the discrepancy between the

- „the life of the relatives will follow its ordinary

expectations of the patient and his

course“ - examples

family for the outcome – sometimes

- sharing of pain

parallel

- the patient should be able to grieve
- intervention in the conflict patient – family

IV. ACCEPTANCE

The calm expectation of the coming end;

- Accompanying in the process of dying;

fatigue, exhaustion, consent, lack of

-

hospice program;

feelings or emotions; awareness of

-

death with dignity;

terminated struggle; reorientation of the

- the care is directed towards the family

values of life; philosophic view of
unrealized ambitions; active reorientation towards feasible goals; alienation;
elimination of negative thoughts; a
strategy of forgiveness;spiritual
improvement
It is evident that the exchange of negative information is a significant and complex intervention approach to
the communication between the patient and the physician.
The process of provision of negative prognostic information requires not only communicative competencies but also
well-measured reaction towards the needs and the emotional
condition of the patient and adequate correlation to the physician’s own feelings and ideas. There is always the dilemma
of inspiring hope where it does not exist any more.
In the current pandemic of COVID-19 and a situation of considerable fear, anxiety and insecurity, the use of
telemedicine allows not to interrupt the communication
between the healthcare professional and the patient, in the
expression of empathy and compassion [23]. The introduction of information and communication technologies
in mental health care can improve the current provision of
compassionate care and create new ways to provide compassion [24].
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CONCLUSION:
Proceeding from the systematized and analysed models and considering the specification of the transformed
interactivity in cases of terminal conditions, a successful
attempt has been made for the presentation of an extended
type of activation of the empathic interactivity, applicable
in palliative medicine.
The differentiation of key messages in cases of terminal conditions in the so presented model is a complex and
at the same time open dynamic process requiring adaptation and enrichment with parameters of religious, ethnic
and social nature, as well as other factors of psychological,
spiritual and bioethical nature, within the complex interactive space of palliative medicine.
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